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For over 20 years, Python has been successfully used as a 
programming language in industry and service companies as well 
as in research and science for a variety of tasks. 
Python has made a lot of changes since its inception. The easy-to-
learn programming language has blurred the boundaries between 
users and developers.
Using Python, scientists, engineers, finance professionals, 
designers, and others can develop solutions to complex problems 
quickly and without much programming experience.
Innovative software companies using Python can enter new 
markets because they can satisfy the needs of users more quickly 
than their competitors. Universities all around the world are already 
using it as the standard in many programming courses and in many 
different topics.

With participants from over 30 countries, GeoPython conference 
is the largest international Python conference in Switzerland. It will 
provide an intense working environment, and will lead to major 
advances for Python in the Geo-World.

We invite you to join us and support this event!

This brochure contains information on sponsorship opportunities. 

Contact sponsoring@geopython.net for any questions you have.

+

http://www.geopython.net



• GIS / Mapping
• Geography
• Geophysics
• Geodesy
• Geomatics
• Earth Sciences
• Environmental Sciences
• Geovisualization
• Smart Cities
• Spatial Data

• Geodata
• Geospatial Webservices
• Big Data
• Data Processing
• (Spatial) Databases
• Computer Vision
• Remote Sensing
• Image Processing
• Machine Learning / Deep Learning
• Python in General

Conference Topics



About the organisers

The University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland 
FHNW ranks amongst Switzerland’s leading and most innovative universities 
of applied sciences. It is composed of nine Schools covering Applied 
Psychology, Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geomatics, Art and Design, 
Life Sciences, Music, Teacher Education, Social Work, Engineering and 
Business. The modern campuses are in northwestern Switzerland, near the 
borders with Germany and France and in the immediate vicinity of the cities 
of Basel and Zurich, as well as of national and international companies.

PyBasel is s the local Python User Group Northwestern Switzerland. The 
user group offers space and opportunity for all those interested in Python to 
share knowledge and learn about Python. The participants hold talks, share 
news, and provide help for both Python newbies and professionals. 

http://pybasel.ch

http://www.geopython.net



About the location

Basel lies in the heart of Europe, on both banks of the Rhine. The city is 
the centre of the idyllic border triangle of France, Germany and Swit-
zerland – lying between the Swiss Jura, Germany’s Black Forest and 
the Vosges in Alsace. 

Basel is easy to get to. Only a 10-minute drive from the city centre, 
Basel’s EuroAirport is served by a number of international airlines. To-
gether with neighbouring Zurich Airport, it enjoys connections to all 
European airports and to more than 200 intercontinental destinations. 
Located in the centre of Europe, Basel is a major transportation hub. 
Its three railway stations not only offer excellent connections to far and 
wide but are also all situated in the very heart of the city.



Sponsoring
There are multiple sponsorships available:

sponsoring@geopython.net

 
 
 Community Supporter Bronze Silver Gold Platinum Diamond 
Contribution 200 € 500 € 1000 € 2000 € 4000 € 6000 € contact us 

Free Conference Passes 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 

Logo in booklet and webpage ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Logo at doors of conference rooms  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Sticker and/or flyer in Conference-
bag  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Special Items in Conference-bag    ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Short text in conference booklet / 
webpage    ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Booth at Exhibition (optional)  
(Tuesday, Wednesday)    ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Long text in conference booklet / 
webpage     ✔ ✔ ✔ 

1 personalized page in conference 
booklet      ✔ ✔ 

Big Logo at Ice-Breaker Party  
(official Sponsor of ice Breaker Party)      ✔ ✔ 

Choose Auditorium Name       ✔ 

Package is exclusive       ✔



sponsoring@geopython.net

New Campus 
GeoPython 2019 will be in our brand new campus with modern infrastructure.


